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NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
BETHESDA,

MARYLAND

LIBRARY FACILITIES
By RUTH E. RODIER

Librarian, Naval Medical School, National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland

T

HE President of the United States medical officers and a dental school for

laid the cornerstone of the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, on November 11,
1940; this marked the culmination of
efforts which extended back nearly a century and a half. As early as 1809, the
first Surgeon General of the Navy, Dr.
W. P. B. Barton, advocated the establishment of a medical school for naval
officers. I n 1878, after officers had been
sent abroad to study methods of medical
education, a formal course was inaugurated at the Brooklyn Naval Hospital;
however, the school did not become
permanent until 1902 when it was moved
to Washington, D. C.
GROWTH OF T H E NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
With the school as a nucleus, several
other units were added; the Washington
Laboratory for Naval Hygienic Research,
the Museum of Hygiene, the Dispensary
(established in 1882) and the Library of
the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, approximating 3,400 volumes. In 1902
these units were housed in the old Naval
Observatory quarters on Peter's Hill
overlooking the Potomac River and the
hills of Virginia. Later, the Naval Examing Board was moved from New
York to Washington, the Museum of Hygiene was discontinued, a "new" hospital
was completed in 1906, laboratory equipment supplied and a permanent faculty
formed. Classes in clinical microscopy,
bacteriology and medical zoology were
added to the basic military courses for

officers and enlisted men was added in
1920.
The organization was officially called
the Naval Medical Center in 1935, when
it began to expand as a medical, diagnostic and educational center and new
quarters became essential. Through the
interest of the President and the Congress, the magnificent new National
Naval Medical Center was built. The
building was dedicated on August 31,
1942, on the one hundredth anniversary
of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery,
and so started on its shake-down cruise
under the command of Rear Admiral C.
M. Oman (MC), U. S. Navy. The building is impressive with a 270 foot tower
and a series of three-storied wings of
structural steel with concrete panels. The
lobby is lined with Vermont marble in
green and gray; the doors and trim are
of white bronze.
From the dedication on, the story is
one of almost incredible growth with
normal activities augmented to meet wartime needs.
At present, the National Naval Medical
Center, under the command of Rear Admiral C. W. 0. Bunker (MC), U. S. N.,
consists of the Naval Medical School, the
Naval Hospital, the Naval Dental School,
the Naval Medical Research Institute and
the Hospital Corps School (Women's
Reserve). All commands are correlated
for the purpose of solving the Navy's
problems in the field of health and disease
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and to make effective the mission of the
Naval Medical Corps: "To keep as many
men at as many guns as many days as
possible."
The staff of the National Naval Medical Center includes persons especially
qualified in their respective fields. They
are classified as Medical Officers, Hospital Specialists, who for the most part are
entomologists, parasitologists, physiologists, biochemists, Officers in the
Women's Reserve, who are highly trained
bacteriologists or laboratory technicians ;
Hospital Corps Officers, who are members of the Regular Navy serving in various teaching, administrative and and technical positions and a few civilian specialists.
The length of the courses and the curriculum vary according to the needs of
the Service, some extending as long as
twelve months and others as short as six
weeks. Recently commissioned medical
officers are being indoctrinated in naval
medicine while other officers receive postgraduate training in such various subjects
as clinical pathology, malariology, epidemiology, chemical warfare, naval law,
psychiatry, parasitology, preventive medicine, atmospheric hygiene, surgery and
tropical medicine.
Enlisted personnel are chosen carefully
as to educational background and adaptability and are ordered in for training in
many subjects, among them being laboratory technique, epidemiology, sanitation,
x-ray technique, malariology, electrocardiography and basal metabolism.
LIBRARY ACTIVITIES

There are two distinct libraries with
a staff of seven under the Medical Officer in Command of the Naval Medical
School. The Naval Medical School I,ibrary, with quarters on the second deck
of the main building, is easily accessible
to classrooms and laboratories, and the
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Hospital Library, or Crew's Library as
it is familiarly called, is on the first deck
opposite the Ship's Service.
-4s one enters the Naval Medical
School Library, a thirty inch world globe
attracts attention, especially when several
officers or hospital corpsmen are studying it earnestly, pointing out the spot
or spots to which they hope to be ordered
or from which they have just returned.
The furnishings in the library are formal;
however, constant use is fast giving it a
lived-in look. The bulkheads are of Ayou
veneer, a South African wood, which is
as durable as it is beautiful. The deck is
covered with black and dull red sponge
rubber flooring which can be squigeed to
a perfect "Navy polish"; tables, chairs,
study desks are of English walnut.
Two murals hang in the library, the
earliest Hospital Ship, "The Red Rover,"
and one of the latest commissioned, "The
Solace." For the duration of the war,
plants, flowers and these murals are the
only attempt a t decoration.
The Naval Medical School Library
consists of approximately 25,000 medical
books, journals, pamphlets, monographs
and reprints; since several hundred of
these books are unusual, valuable and
rare, they have been stowed for the duration. I t is said by Naval medical officers
that this Library contains the most important collection of naval medicine in
the Western Hemisphere. However, the
collection is not exclusiveIy naval medicine, as books in the fields of general
medicine, surgery and dentistry are included.
The Library is concerned with furnishing medical and technical information and
adequate reference service to naval commands in the National Naval Medical
Center, Naval Units in and about the
Washington area, and as far as practicable to outlying ships and stations.
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Frequent requests from the Pacific are
filled either by shipping books or by furnishing photostatic copies of requested
material.
The long range ambition of the Naval
Medical School Library is to make this
collection as complete as possible in all
branches of naval medicine, hygiene and
naval medical history, the collection to be
a source of information for all those interested in this branch of medicine. Special emphasis is being placed on the collection of vital statistics of areas in which
the U. S. Navy operates. The serious
problem at present is the filling in of
missing years or single issues of journals
in order to complete the files.
The wartime aim of the Library is to
streamline activities, so that by means of
the latest material in research development and through the newest and most
reliable textbooks and current journals,
the medical needs of the Navy may be
met quickly and completely.
In the main reading room of the Naval
Medical School Library two cases of
ready reference books are available for
use in the Library; one case hoids books
on general medicine and medical specialties, the other, general surgery and surgical specialties, with shelves reserved for
dental books and reference copies of
books being used in various classes. Current journals are also readily accessible
in the main reading room, the arrangement following that of the reference
books ; additional cases for journals on
chemistry and pharmacy, dentistry and
war medicine are provided. The Library
receives about 300 journals, of which 20
are British, Canadian and Australian.
Journals from Puerto Rico, Haiti, Venezuela, Argentina, Hawaii and Calcutta are
received more or less regularly. Naturally,
medical and dental indices, English and
foreign dictionaries and non-medical ref-
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erence books are shelved in the main
reading room. Shelves are set aside for
the latest books and pamphlets received,
and those bearing directly on naval or
military medicine are prominently displayed; these shelves include such material as : Care of Personnel in the Arctic,
the Desert, the Wet Tropics; Edible
Plants, Poisonous and Dangerous Fishes,
Health Precautions for Personnel on Detached Duty, Training a Medical Oficer
for War Duty, and First Aid Treatment
for Survivors of Disasters at Sea.
Since book stacks are open to staff and
students, informal talks are given by the
librarian to new class groups, familiarizing them with the resources of the Library as well as with the arrangement
and location of material. Reading assignments are secured from the faculty as far
in advance as possible, so that an adequate number of books can be placed on
reserve; these are used in the Library,
and since the hours of opening are 0800
to 2200 week days and 1400 to 2200 Sundays and holidays, all hands find time to
use them. Maps showing the geographical
distribution of disease are on display, as
well as other medical illustrations which
have been made at the school. All books
used in classes as well as Navy Regulations, General Orders, Medical Manuals
and Naval Courts and Boards are issued
from the Library.
One exceedingly lively activity of the
library is the verification and completion
of bibliographical references used by the
Division of Publications, Bmeau of
Medicine and Surgery. This Division
publishes the U . S. Naval Medical Bzdletin, now a monthly rather than a quarterly periodical and its supplement, The
Hospital Corps Quarterly, now issued bimonthly.
The geographical location of the National Naval Medical Center is advan-
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tageous since the Library has access to
the resources of the Army Medical Library, one of the largest collections of
medical literature in existence; the excellent library of the National Institute
of Health, the Library of Congress and
other Federal libraries. Cooperation is
full, efficient and always gracious. Constant use is made of this inter-library loan
privilege; over 500 books and journals
were borrowed for students doing special
research work in several subjects during
a period of six months. I n turn, the
Medical School Library fills many of the
special requests made by outside libraries.
When an experiment or a vitally important result of extensive research is
eventually made public, the Library personnel is much interested, hoping it has
helped in digging out some of the background material used in the study.
Reference work for the Research Institute plays a large part in the activities
of the Library and since the Institute is
in a separate building, about 1,000
volumes particularly pertinent to its work
are kept in this unit. However, these and
all other similar departmental books are
accessible to the entire personnel on duty
at the Center.
The Dental School Library is an integral part of the Medical School Library
and a Naval Dental Officer is responsible
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for current additions to this collection.
Since May 1942, 3,208 voiumes have
been classified, catalogued and added to
the Medical School Library. A list of accessions is distributed monthly to the
Medical Officers in Command of the various units on the station, to the Office of
the Surgeon-General of the Navy and to
the Chiefs of Division in the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery, in order that all
hands may have information relative to
new acquisitions.
The Hospital Library is a lively, attractive, informal spot where ambulatory
patients or those in wheel chairs come to
select a book or magazine, and naval personnel find their training manuals as well
as their recreational reading. Three times
a week, carts are filled with books chosen
according to the ward to be visited and
are taken to all bed patients or those who
have to remain on wards. The Library
Gray Ladies of the American Red Cross,
directed by a professional hospital librarian are responsible for this ward
work, which has a therapeutic as well as
recreational value. Circulation figures are
a poor estimate of the value of reading;
however, it is interesting that of an approximate collection of 4,200 books, an
average of 3,390 books circulate in one
month, serving an overall personnel of
about 5,000.

NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY LIBRARY
By RUTH H. HOOKER

Librarian, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C .

T

HROUGH the work of Thomas
A. Edison and the Naval Consulting Board, prior to the last war,
the Secretary of the Navy became inter-

ested in the establishment of a laboratory for research and experiment relative to naval problems. I n 1916 Congress
appropriated money for the establishment
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of such a laboratory. However, due to
the entry of the United States in the
World War in 1917, the actual opening
of the Laboratory was delayed until July
2, 1923. A full description of the Naval
Research Laboratory by Dr. Ross Gunn,
Technical Adviser, appeared in the Journal of Applied Physics in January 1939
and another will appear in the next issue
of the same journal by Rear Admiral A.
H. Van Keuren, the present Director.
To efficiently conduct research, a scientist must have access to reports and
descriptions of similar work done by his
fellow scientists. Almost as soon as the
Laboratory was established an accumulation of such material began. Under the
able and far-sighted guidance of Commander (now Captain) Oberlin the Library took formal shape in 1927.
The Laboratory is composed of the following divisions : chemistry, radio, sound.
mechanics and electricity, metallurgy,
physical optics and interior communications. Most of these subject divisions
are common to a great many in other
laboratories ; however, there is a distinct
difference in that the investigations undertaken here have a direct bearing on
naval problems. The Library has been
built up with service to these divisions
being its primary purpose. Service is also
extended to the administrative and personnel offices, shop personnel and the
radio and sound schools which are on the
same grounds. Because of the extremely
rapid expansion of the Laboratory in
the past three years, the Library in common with practically all other departments has outgrown its housing and is
shortly to be moved to more spacious
quarters. I t will have a floor area of
about 9,000 square feet. The staff is now
composed of eight persons, which includes one messenger. The messenger
was added about a year ago when the
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buildings became numerous, thus decentralizing the personnel. At the same time
the pressure and immediacy of the work
demanded that the needed material be
sent directly to the scientist or engineer.
Since that time many of our readers
never come to the library but depend on
the Library Bulletin, a telephone request
or messenger service. Recently a need is
becoming evident for library service
which will extend beyond the regular
working hours o i the Laboratory.
An attempt is constantly made to anticipate the demand on the Library band
to that end, as many bibliographic tools
as possible are readily accessible. Subscriptions to approximately 200 journals
are received and the contents of these arc
indexed by subject and author immediately upon receipt. This file has proven
abundantly worth while through the years
and is dynamically demonstrated at present by the difficulty of finding a time
when it is not in use in order to file in
the current additions. Beside making
cards for the journals, certain sections
of the Engineering Index Service cards
are received and filed as well as "Abstracts and References" from the Wireless Engineer, which are clipped, mounted
on cards, and filed with the others. Also
reports received at the Laboratory, which
are not classified as secret or confidential,
are indexed in this same file even though
the reports themselves are not kept in
the Library.
Twice a month a mimeographed Library Bulletin is issued which lists all
material received since the preceding
bulletin. I n this, the periodical contents
are given, grouped by subject and numbered. This facilitates a request for an
item since, for example, it may be called
for as item 69 from bulletin 125.
The inter-library loan is very active
though it seems inter-library borrowing
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might be a better name, since much more
is borrowed than loaned! Without the
resources of the other Washington libraries it would be extremely difficult to
meet the demands received. This has
been particularly true recently, since
many problems now in progress step outside the field of the literature normally
held here.
There are small collections of books in
many of the divisions consisting of those
books which are constantly used by that
particular division. All books belonging
to the Laboratory are purchased through
the Library, cataloged and processed and
then sent out on permanent loan to the
office originating the request.
There are two branch libraries, one in
Maryland and the other in Minneapolis,
which are maintained in much the same
way as the small collections except that
catalogs have been set up in these libraries. This requires a set of catalog
cards to be sent with each new book for
filing in their catalog. Cards for these
books are also inserted in the main catalog at the Laboratory indicating the location of each book.
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In the last few years the demand for
maps and charts has grown by leaps and
bounds. Securing and maintaining this
collection has logically fallen to the Library. This has been extremely interesting and the meetings of the Map Group
of the Washington Chapter of SI,A
have been both stimulating and helpful
in this new realm. I n the new quarters
a room 18 by 20 feet has been set aside
exclusively for their use.
One other special collection has resulted from war conditions. That is a collection of printed material on microfilm
which now consists of over three hundred 100 it. rolls of 35mm film. The
contents of these are principally journals and books from enemy countries although many are out-of-print books in
English. There are two microfilm readers which are in use most of the time.
Postwar plans for the Naval Research
Laboratory Library are necessarily hazy,
but it is hoped that the time will soon
come when overloaded pamphlet files can
be weeded out ; films spliced and cleaned ;
maps cataloged fully; and the subject files
consolidated.

A MENTAL HOSPITAL LIBRARY
By ANNA LILA HOWARD

Chief Librarian, Veterans' Administration, Lexington, Kentucky

T

HE Veterans' Administration Facility at Lexington, Kentucky, is
a 663 bed neuropsychiatric hospital. The patients are veterans from
three wars : the Spanish American War,
World War I and World War 11, thus
providing a wide age range as well as a
wide reading range.
There is one librarian on the station,

serving directly under the Chief Medical
Officer, with Group Therapy activities in
the Library under the supervision of the
Reconstruction Officer. Two patient assistants are assigned to the Library under
the Occupational Therapy detail; one to
keep the library clean, the books shelved
and do other odd jobs ; the other to push
the book cart for the Librarian when she
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is making her ward rounds. Both patient
assistants are thoroughly convinced they
hold the prize work details in the hospital and take a great deal of pride in
their work.
T H E READING ROOM

The reading room is kept as gay, informal and attractive as possible. There are
usually flowers, fresh ones in the summer from the hospital gardens and ivy or
plants during the winter. It is in an
accessible place in the hospital proper, and
with its reading tables, comfortable
chairs, lamps and bright draperies is
pleasant and non-institutional looking.
A bulletin board, placed so as to be
visible from the corridor, holds new book
jackets or posters calling attention to
displays of certain books. The patients
are interested in the bulletin board and
often help the Librarian with it, such as
putting together a model airplane to be
used to call attention to a group of books
on aeronautics or suggesting that a map
of Europe be tacked up and map-pins
used to keep up to date on invasion
moves. Several patients come regularly
each morning to see that the pins are
moved to the correct places and the
Allies' advancement properly recorded.
A paper globe, familiar to the readers
of Life and Fortune, sits on the Librarian's desk. A patient from the observation ward of the acute service removed
the globe from an issue of Life, carried it,
folded carefully inside his shirt, for several days before darting into the Library
to present it to the Librarian for cutting
out and gluing together. Still a patient
at the hospital, although now much improved and "promoted" to another ward,
he points out the globe to fellow patients
and boasts that he gave it to the Library.
I t is surprising the interest this globe has
aroused. Many patients comment on the
shape of it and one of the deteriorated

cases who has a daughter overseas, picked
it up of his own accord, studied it carefully and pointed out Italy correctly as
the place where she is.
The newspaper and current magazine
racks are easily the most popular spots
in the reading room. Patients brought
from the closed wards hurry toward
these racks and are soon immersed in their
contents. Y a n k , Life and Look are
seized first, while the outdoor magazines
are also popular. The patients tend to
share pictures and articles and the Librarian often notices two heads bent over
the same book or magazine.
THE

BOOKS

The Library possesses approximately
3,000 volumes and the book arrangement
is simple so as to encourage initiative
among the patients in choosing their own
reading material. Attractive two inch
high wooden letters signifying Biography, Travel, New Books, etc., were
made by the Occupational Therapy Department of the Facility and simplify locating the type of book desired.
A quarterly list, Recent Books for
Hosjital Use, is prepared in the Library
Subdivision of the Central Office, Washington, D. C., and sent to the Librarian
for use in selecting new books. The
Librarian makes her own selection of
book titles, subject to the approval of
Central Office. Approval is based upon
the believed therapeutic, as well as literary, quality of books. An itemized
budget for reading materials for all hospitals in the Veterans' Administration
is maintained in Central Office. Notes of
library activities at other facilities are appended to the quarterly list to keep librarians in touch with what is being done by
others in the Veterans' Administration
and to stimulate interest in library
activities.
Gift books, often presented as memo-
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rials to deceased veterans, are subject to
the approval of Central Office, as well as
the periodicals subscribed to by the
Facility for the use of the patients. At
the request of the Librarian, unclaimed
magazines at the local Post Office are
sent to the hospital regularly. Many patients prefer magazines to books since
they do not have t o be returned to the
Library and it is often difficult to keep
track of books.
The Librarian visits each ward.in the
hospital, including the acute infirmary
ward twice each week with books and
magazines. The book truck, a Colson, is
stacked for each visit with a wide variety
of material-westerns, mysteries, exciting
non-fiction and illustrated books. Books
are selected for their positive value with
nothing included which will lead to
brooding or mulling over the past.
Biographies, particularly of people of average accomplishment, are popular with
the men; travel books are read and enjoyed and there are many calls for factual
books, such as books on geometry or
physics. The western, adventure novels
and other light fiction usually go well,
but the younger men demand technical
material and want to counteract their institutionalization by studying subjects
which will help them to readjust themselves to civilian life.
The importance of illustrated books in
a neuropsychiatric hospital library cannot
be overemphasized. Many patients who
are unable to concentrate on full length
books will choose picture books. Deems
Taylor's Pictorial History of the Movies
is one of the most popular illustrated
books at this Facility. Richard HalIiburton's Complete Book of Marvels is another, and the U. S. Camera Yearbooks
are looked over again and again.
The patients read and recommend to
one another the more interesting of the
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war books, such as The Story of Dr.
Wassell, T h e Flying Tigers and We
Thought W e Heard the Angels Sing, but
the majority does not want to read anything concerning the war.
All book repair work, rebinding and
mending, is done by patients in the Occupational Therapy Shop. Under the supervision of the Occupational Therapy
Aid.2~they turn out professional work.
I t is as important to know the patients
as it is to know the books and to the
Librarian is extended the privilege of attending staff meetings in order to become
better acquainted with the patients. She
also has access to the case histories of those
with whom she is not familiar. Except
during the time when Group Therapy
classes from the closed wards are in the
reading room, the paroled patients from
the open wards have full use of the
Library.
Each ward in the hospital, with the
esception of the acute infirmary ward,
sends a group weekly to the Library.
From the closed wards, the receiving
ward, the chronic infirmary wards, the
continuous treatment wards and the acute
service wards certain patients are assigned
to the Librarian for Group Therapy
activities. The Library Group Therapy
activities are dovetailed with the regular
hospital routine and monthly meetings
are held to discuss Group Therapy and
sn~oothout conflicts.
The patients who come to the Library
from the receiving ward are a heterogeneous group, anxious to combat their
homesickness and maintain their morale
by doing lots of reading. They are young
World W a r I1 veterans, recently discharged from Army and Navy hospitals;
veterans from both World Wars who
have been called into the hospital for a
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month's period of observation and examination; patients returned from trial
visits ; and new patients who will be transferred to other wards for long periods
of hospitalization. There is a rapid turnover of patients on the receiving ward
and more reading is done here than on
any of the other wards.
The patients from the chronic infirmary
wards come to the Library in two groups :
the more deteriorated patients in the
Habit Training Classes and those in better contact at another time. The Habit
Training Classes, under the constant supervision of a capable Occupational Therapy Aide, are composed of the "babies
of the hospital", the deteriorated, delapidated patients who need retraining in
even the simplest habits. When first
brought to the Library they even had to
be taught to pick up the magazines, to
turn the pages, to look at the pictures
and be quiet. Now they quietly look
through their magazines and, when finished, stack them neatly on the tables.
The less regressed patients from these
wards are older veterans who want to
glance at the newspapers and magazines
and then just sit quietly enjoying the
atmosphere of the Library and the surcease from activity on the wards.
The groups which come to the Library
from the continuous treatment wards are
divided into an older group of World
W a r I men and a young group from
World War 11. The latter group is a
challenging one for the Librarian. Their
attention is hard to get and hold for any
length of time and they must be urged repeatedly to make any effort at all in their
own behalf. Many newcomers to the group
tend to gaze out of the windows or stare
into space,busy in a world of their own.
Many of the patients taking shock treatment are in this group and it is encouraging to watch the changes this often pro-
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duces. This younger group has been induced to make scrapbooks, several of
cartoons and several for Bundles for
Britain.
The patients who comprise the Group
Therapy classes from the acute service
wards are usually good readers. Those
placed on the observation ward do not
participate in quite as many activities as
patients on other wards and have ample
time in which to do their reading. Those
who are just beginning to get better and
to wonder "what comes over a fellow"
are anxious to read up on matters they
feel they have missed during their illness.
There are intelligent readers on these
wards and they keep the Librarian busy
with requests for everything from Arthur
Murray's book on dance instruction to
the life of Winfield Scott. Also in compliance with the Group Therapy schedule
is the custom of having the Librarian
read aloud to certain groups of patients
on the wards. These reading classes are
held weekly and last for an hour. Such
books as A Genius in the Fa~nily,by H .
S . Maxim, Horses I've Known, by Will
James and Rural Free Delivery, by M .
Whalen are enjoyed by the older patients.
They are humorous; the action moves
fast and they are excellent for reading
aloud purposes.
The younger patients prefer more adventurous books. C. Courtney's Unlocking Adventure and R. C. Andrews' My
Lucky Star have proved popular with
them. The patients often comment on
incidents in the books and tell of their
own experiences. Often a patient can be
prevailed upon to read instead of the
Librarian, and special requests on what
to read next are frequent.
THE HOSPITAL LIBRARIAN

That the library may attain its fullest
use by the patients is the constant challenge to the librarian in a neuropsychi-
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atric hospital, and it is through close contact with other librarians in a similar type
of work that this can best be achieved.
W e strive for the same goals and as hos-
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pita1 librarians become more numerous
and better organized, it will naturally follow that our service will improve and our
standards become higher.

A LIBRARY ON WHEELS
By ELIZABETH PIETERS

Hospital Librarian, University Hospitals, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

J

U S T why hospital library work is so
fascinating is more difficult to explain than to demonstrate, but it is
partly, at least, the result of the enthusiastic response of the patients and their
outspoken appreciation for bedside book
service. Of this, my Hospital Library
course at Minnesota had given me some
ink!ing, so it was with pleasurable anticipation that I made my way to the
University Hospitals one grey morning
last February and was introduced to my
new domain by the hospitals' administrator. There are three teaching hospitals
in this group attached to the State University of Iowa's medical school. All are
thoroughly modern, well-equipped institutions, although differing considerably
in size. General Hospital contains 750
beds, including 80 for private patients;
Psychopathic has a patient population of
about 50; and Children's (not a completely descriptive title, as it includes two
wards for adult orthopedic patients, while
many children are cared for at the General Hospital) has about 200 beds and
cribs.
The Library is conveniently located
near the private wing of the General
Hospital. There is also a small room a t
Children's Hospital, used only for storing a booktruck and a part of the book
collection. Psychopathic Hospital has its
own small collection, chosen and adminis-

tered by the Librarian. However, the
medical staff prefers that patients' reading be left unguided and the patients
make their own selection from the
shelves.
My predecessor had left last November and a former patient with only teaching experience had been placed temporarily in charge. Wisely and necessarily,
too, for lack of time, she left all technical
tasks until my arrival, so that I was confronted with three large cartons of acquisitions, by gift or purchase, a number of
shelves of books neatly labelled: "For
the librarian to read ;" "To be cataloged ;"
"To be marked and shellacked;" "To be
accessioned, catalogued and everything,"
and an apologetic note from my immediate predecessor explaining, among other
things, that the four long catalog card
boxes containing what appeared to be
a duplicate catalog prepared by one of
her predecessors, had been found by her
too late for action.
Extra clerical help was temporarily
provided by the administrator and the
shelves and boxes cleared within a reasonable time. The two catalogs (not exact duplicates after all) were interfiled
and more accurate checking left for the
summer inventory. Meanwhile I had
been re-impressed by the familiar fact
that simplification, carried beyond a certain point, consumes more time than it
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saves. Doubtless when the very capable
woman who organized this library in
1932 started the catalog, it seemed sufficient to make two cards for each book,
an author card that would serve also as
shelf list card (variant editions are added
as though they were merely added copies)
and the simplest possible title-card. But
what is satisfactory for a collection of
200 volumes may be inadequate for 4,700,
about one-fourth of them non-fiction, and
during those first weeks I found it impossible to answer with any assurance
inquiries as to information in the library
on a specific subject. For there was likewise no shelf list for non-fiction and the
classification was in many instances quite
inadequate; occasionally, the accession
number appeared on the back of the book
in the place of the classification number
with amazing, and often amusing results,
as when New Arabian Nights was numbered 592 and shelved with zoology ! We
are now giving all new non-fiction a
shelf list card and usually at least one subject heading. Eventually we hope to do
the same for books previously added to
the library.
Almost half the day is spent in the
Library itself, performing technical tasks,
preparing the book trucks for the busy
afternoons in the wards and serving staff
members and those patients who are able
to come to the Library to select their
own books. This room is particularly
popular with the patients of the eye and
ear departments, many of them children,
who for much of their stay in the hospital
do not feel ill at all and for whom the
library is the only refuge from boredom.
A few games and many scrapbooks have
been given by friends of the hospital and
the children play with these, or beg for
"jobs" of stamping cards, pasting pockets
or (an especially coveted privilege) shellacking books; older patients look over
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the magazines, browse among the shelves
or just sit and talk, so that I often wonder whether I am really in charge of a
library or of a combined day nursery and
recreation center! One soon learns to
concentrate on the work in hand, but we
often think longingly of the far-off but
delightful day when we are to have a
room large enough to serve as a pleasant
reading-room, with library tasks relegated to the background.
Since April 3 there has been a halftime assistant without library school
training but with years of public library
experience, and a long illness which has
enabled her to appreciate the patients'
viewpoint. With our two book trucks we
visit every patient at General Hospital
twice and at Children's once a week, circulating in July 1944, 2,958 books and about
4,000 magazines. Our charging system
is very simple. W e use a bookcard only,
writing on it the patients' name and ward
number (or department in the case of a
staff member). There are no dating slips.
The cards are stamped with the date
when they are counted on the following
morning. They are then arranged and
filed by wards, the system corresponding
to that on our rather detailed statistics
sheet. Thus each librarian can take with
her all the cards for the wards she is
visiting, and there is no confusion nor
overlapping. Since the librarians are responsible for picking up the books in the
wards and patients are never charged
fines, the lack of a date in the book occasions no inconvenience.
WHAT DO PATIENTS READ ?
What do our patients read? Very
much what they read when they were
well, except that everything must be
lighter, literally and figuratively, than
their usual fare. Except for the lack of
any serious and formal study, our patients remind us strongly of the patrons
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of any public library. There are the
same devotees of mysteries, Westerns and
light love stories; there are readers who
refuse to read books dealing with life in
a foreign country, books written in the
first person and all books whose author
is a woman; there are readers (few in
number, fortunately for us !) who demand the very latest best-seller, readers
who choose the shabbiest book on the
truck on the grounds that if many people
have read it, it must be good; there is
the reader who insists on recording his
opinion of a book on its own pages, and,
almost more disconcerting, the reader
who depends on these estimates in making his choice. Probably there is a
greater desire for small devotional books,
in fact for small books of all kinds, than
is common in public libraries. Requests
for poetry are constant and they come
from readers of all ages and types. One
man confided that he planned to memorize the poems so that he might repeat
them to himself on sleepless nights, and
this is perhaps the reason why anthologies of short poems and verses are most in
demand. Serious books about the war
and its causes are shunned, but such
books as See here, Private Hargrove,
C / o the Postmaster and Here is your war
are seldom on the book truck overnight.
Magazines fill a real need, especially with
patients too ill or too unaccustomed to
reading to be able to enjoy a sustained
narrative. Often they serve to introduce
a child or adult to the reading habit; we
hope that the habit thus acquired almost
by necessity will prove a permanent enrichment of life.
We try to give the patients as wide
a choice of reading as the limited capacity
of the book trucks will permit, for we
have long since learned that it is impossible to judge a person's literary taste by
his physical or economic condition. As
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a rule men like adventure stories and
mysteries, while women prefer love
stories or tales about children, but exceptions are frequent and sometimes startling. A Preflight School cadet chooses
a Norris love-story, a gentle little old lady
whispers a request for a wild Western,
an old man of definitely limited cultural
background adores North to the Orient
("Me and Mrs. Lindbergh are having a
fine time together" is the way he expresses
it) and every once in a while there is a
sudden and inexplicable run on such improbable books as Lorna Doone, Wuthering Heights and the Rubaiyat. This unpredictability of taste is one of the reasons why we both agree that the wards
are more interesting than the private
patients, even though private patients are
usually courteous and appreciative, and
conversation with them is sometimes
stimulating. Yet reading and books are
more or less taken for granted by them,
whereas to those from isolated communities, with few books or magazines in
their own homes, the coming of the book
truck is, as they themselves put it, the
high-spot of the week.
Every Wednesday we visit the Children's Hospital, where invariably we are
greeted with: "Oh, here's the lib'ary!
Now we can get some books!" and "Got
any comics?" When the answer to this
is no, as it almost always it, the children
are disappointed, but, unless they are
newcomers, not greatly surprised, and
most of them cheerfully accept as substitutes, children's magazines, National
Geographic or almost any book with
plenty of pictures. Since picturebooks
are seldom included in the collections of
gifts on which we largely depend for
children's, as well as for adults' books,
one of my chief concerns has been to
find enough simple, attractive books for
the smaller children without completely
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unbalancing the book budget. If the
O P A had realized how seriously we need
those little ten- and fifteen-cent books
containing a single nursery tale or a short
collection of verses, they would never
have had the heart to ban their producion in wartime. As it is, we mend and
recase those we have, and purchase as
many as possible of the more reasonably
priced picture-story-books with large
print, simple text and many attractive
pictures. Because of weakness and curtailment of schooling due to chronic illness, most of our little patients have a
reading ability far below that of the normal healthy child, and they are particularly fond of the delightful little supplementary readers with their bright pictures
and the simple stories contrived from
astonishingly few easy words. Older
children enjoy the standard books for
children, and for the very little tots we
depend largely on the lovely scrapbooks
made for us by children all over the
state.
Thrilling as it is to the librarian to
see faces brighten at her approach, to
hear the oft-repeated: "We just live for
library day" there comes sometimes the
haunting question as to whether books
really contribute toward patients' recovery. Part of the answer may be in the
requests we receive from doctors and
nurses: "Can you give some books to the
new man in 520 right away? He's so jit-
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tery we can't do a thing with him." "Will
you make a special trip for a homesick
child who's just come in?" "Have you
something especially nice for Mrs.
Brown; she's just been put into a cast."
Patients will tell us: "I'd have gone nuts
waiting for that operation if it hadn't been
for your books," or, half wonderingly:
"I haven't read since I was a kid, but it
sure helps you forget the pain." One
white-haired patient, on the operating
schedule for next morning, accepted
Endicott and I with courteous reluctance,
but returned it with the enthusiastic endorsement: "I read the whole book the
night before my operation, and I never
once thought of the operation." The
head of the surgical service is on record
as declaring that reading is an invaluable
therapeutic aid.
I t is the multiplication of instances like
these that keep our enthusiasm always at
a high level, and which in turn may explain the reactions of the small boy who
spent almost the whole day in the Library, doing whatever small tasks I could
devise for him, and keeping up a continuous flow of conversation which fortunately required only occasional comment
on my part. Finally he said : "I'm going
to help you all I can, because lib'arians
certainly do have to work hard." And
added, after a moment's further consideration: "I'm going to be a hospital
lib'arian, too, when I grow up."

Over the door of a library in Thebes is the inscriptiorz, "Medicine for the soul."
DIODORUSSICULUS.

BOOKS - OR BUNSEN BURNERS1
By MARIE S. GOFF
Technical Librarian, E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware

H

ERE'S the sixty-four dollar question: Do creative chemists work
in laboratories or libraries? The
correct answer is "both;" for contrary
to popular notion, the tools of the profession are books and periodicals as well
as beakers and Bunsen burners.
I n tackling a new project, research
workers plan first to learn as much as
possible about the subject-the prior art
as the patent attorneys say. Otherwise,
they might waste months working on a
problem only to find that their experiments had been duplicated years before.
So the initial work starts in the library
studying all the facts that may have a
bearing on the project.
T o expedite fact-finding, the Du Pont
organization maintains twenty-seven libraries containing approximately 100,000
books and bound magazines pertaining to
the chemical manufacturing business. In
addition to these organized libraries, collections of technical publications arc
maintained a t some plants and offices
where formal establishment of a library
is not needed.
Du Pont acitivites cover broad areas in
this field. The Company itself consists of
ten industrial departments, each a separate business unit, functioning independently with eleven auxiliary departments
serving the entire group.
The library organization, too, is departmentalized, each with its own staff of
librarians, even though in practice their
services are highly interrelated through
the Du Pont Magazine, January-February 1944 issue.

1 Reprinted by permission from

a cooperative system of inter-library
loans and dissemination of intra-Cornpany information. Special material on file
in one library can be and is made available to the others.
Let us say a Du Pont research worker
needs technical information for the commencement of a study of a certain chemical process.
T o do this he is quite likely to ask his
librarian to make a literature search for
him-to find and compile references to
all the written knowledge of his subject.
The inter-library loan system makes itself
invaluable in a case of this kind.
I n the course of his studies the research
worker may also have to ask his librarian
to make a patent search on the same subject. This task is carried on in much the
same way as a literature search.
Both types of searches frequently involve translations from foreign literature.
But before undertaking any translation
work the librarian consults a record that
is kept up to date in each library. This
tells her whether any article in question
has already been translated in some other
Du Pont library. If so, she procures a
copy and thus saves time and effort. If
not, a linguist in the organization renders
the service, whether the text be printed in
French, Russian, German, Italian, Japanese, Dutch or some other language.
T o give another example of how the
inter-library loan system functions, let us
suppose that one of our employees in
Buffalo goes into the Rayon Department
library with a request for a specific pub-
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lication on the application of a dyestuff.
If his librarian doesn't have it and cannot or may not want to borrow it from
some other library in Buffalo, she may
get in touch with the Technical Library
in Wilmington, which maintains a catalog
record showing what's what and where in
the Company libraries. The publication
may be in the Jackson Laboratory library
in New Jersey or somewhere else, but
in any case it is soon speeding to Buffalo
by mail.
This record, called the "Union Catalog," is a distinguishing feature of the
Du Pont library system. Not only is it
a record of all books and periodicals in
all the Company's libraries, plants and
district offices but also of periodicals in
public and other special libraries in the
Wilmington area. I t is a clearing-house
of information.
Of course, a great deal of valuable information never gets into print for years.
I t may exist only in someone's mind or
in a notebook, expanding as its originator pursues his studies on the subject. So
it is part of the librarian's job to acquire
an intimate knowledge of the personnel
and their specialized work. She must
keep up with what is going on within
the Company.
SERVICE INCIDENTS

In a corporation such as this one, a
technical library is a "must,'' and its staff
has to be professionally competent and
resourceful. Just the other day one
patron was greatly concerned to procure
pronto a complete bibliography on a certain material we shall call "X." Why he
wanted the information we may never
know, but the compilation was made. I t
may serve some useful purpose in connection with the war-production effort in
the months to come.
Sometimes a man, deep in a research
problem, finds a lion in his path in the
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form of an all-but-forgotten memory. H e
vaguely recalls that "Y" magazine published certain facts about another product,
back in 1933. H e cannot remember the
title or the writer's name, but he wants
to re-read what the author said. The
librarian eventually finds the article in
an entirely different magazine from the
one he remembered, and the date-line was
not 1933 but 1937.
She performs this seeming feat of
prestidigitation by referring to the chemical abstract journals. These journals are
indexes and brief descriptions of articles
published in technical and trade magazines. They simplify the librarian's task
enormously for they are indexed by authors and also by subject and formula.
Aside from these journals, the libraries
maintain files of The Engineering Index,
the Iq~dustrial Arts Index, the Agricultural Index and the New York Times
Index. Combined, they cover practically
the entire technical and business fields.
Of course, these publications are never
completely up to the minute. As a more
timely service Du Pont librarians prepare and distribute mimeographed weeklies, called Abstract Bulletins, containing
condensations or synopses of current literature on selected subjects of interest
to Company specialists in various fields.
Contemporary articles in trade journals
are often more useful than dozens of
older reference books.
I n any of the twenty-seven libraries,
chemists, physicists and engineers can
usually get the facts they need or else
find out where to look for them. And
they are not expected to dig out information all by themselves, for there are
trained librarians and chemists at hand
to help them.
Photostat service is also available-and
some of the libraries are equipped to
project microfilm.
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Each library is maintained to meet the
specific needs of its patrons. A service
indispensable to one department may be
utterly useless to another.
While Du Pont libraries are established
chiefly for chemists and engineers, the information at hand actually covers a much
broader field. There are scores of trade
directories, biographical and special dictionaries. Files of selected Government
publications and pamphlets are maintained for all operating and auxiliary departments of the Company. Libraryservice calls in the course of a day are
numerous and varied.
I N f ORMATION PLEASE

Someone asks, "What are the properties of indium ?"
Another wants some data about Peter
S
. "What is his business
background? Has he written any technical articles? Look him up in American
Metz of Science."
Still another says, "I'm making a survey of the food-packing industry. How
many tin cans were made in this country
during the past five years?"
These are typical questions. Finding
the answers to them keeps the staff members busy with their reference books,
magazines, manuals, indexes, technical
association publications, trade catalogs,
patent files and Government reports.
A technical librasian seldom, if ever,
can prove the value in dollars and cents
of the service she renders. I t would be a
great satisfaction to her if she could do
so, but she has to be content with the
knowledge that her work has contributed
to the result, whenever one of her patrons
develops a new product or improves an
old one.
Naturally, there is some duplication of
standard reference works in all Du Pont
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libraries. But in the main, each collection meets the needs of a particular department or division-and
those needs
vary widely. Probably the Wilmington
Technical Library comes closest to the
overall pattern of a general-purpose collection of books and periodicals. I t even
includes Emily Post's Etiquette, Uartlett's Familiar Quotations, Secretary's
Handbook and the Bible. But there
is no shelf-room for fiction in this house
of facts.
A chemical library's growth is never at
a standstill. New books are purchased
regularly, and there is circulated each
month a List of Accessions so that patrons may know what's freshly informative at all times.
Tied in with the program of keeping
up with chemical and industrial advances,
the librarians normally do a great deal of
statistical work. In recent years the Government ban on releasing production and
consumption figures has appreciably curtailed this service. However, the statistical ebb-tide has been offset by an incoming flood of wartime library research.
Just maintaining the files of Government
priorities, regulations, pamphlets and
other printed matter is a task of large
proportions. In fact, it has necessitated
installing a complete record system t o
keep track of the directives of the WPB,
OPA and other federal agencies.
'
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The chemical industry's contributions
to the war effort may be measured in vast
tonnages of materials, literally thousands
of them. Their high quality, their utility
is a reflection of knowledge and skills acquired and used in America's libraries.
laboratories and far-extended production
fronts. In short, it can be summed LIP
in two words-"know-how,"
with the
"know" pointing back to the library, and

~

~
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the "how" to the laboratory. Incidentally, the words are joined in their proper
functional sequence.
Traditionally, chemistry has been syrnbolized by beakers, Bunsen burners and
test-tubes, seldom if ever by books. Conventionally, too, chemists are portrayed in
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laboratories, seldom if ever in libraries,
even their own. And almost always they
are shown wearing immaculately-white
coats and aprons, which is the exception
rather than the rule. The fact is, books
are as important to research chemists as
spark plugs are to cars.

FUNDS FOR FEDERAL LIBRARIES
By MATTHEW A. McKAVITT

Librarian, U. S. Department of Justice, Washington, D. C .

UST as in any business organization so, also, in Federal libraries,
finances are a prime concern. Examination of the sources of funds provided for Federal Librarians yields more
than a passing interest.
Did you ever consult a law book?
There are many types of legal literature :l
books containing the enactments of legislative assemblies; books containing the
opinions of the various grades of courts ;
legal encyclopedize and dictionaries ;
treatises on income tax, criminal procedure, evidence, etc.; but one of the
most interesting and revealing of all is
the law book that contains the allotment
of Federal appropriations. These laws
are called "Appropriation Acts", and are
found in Part I, U . S. Statutes at Large,
bound volume, first issued in pamphlet
form as "slip laws".
Herein are found authorizations to
spend, buy, sell, exchange and publish;
herein are shown amounts of money allowed the office of the boss and all offices
under him. Included are such interesting
items as how much money can be spent
annually for the special instruction, education, individual training and tuition of

-

1 See "The L a w Library and Its Materials".
brary Journal, 68:749-752. Oct. 1 , 1943.
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Foreign Service Officers; for burial expenses, and expenses in connection with
the last illness and death of certain native employees; for advertising in newspapers and technical publications without regard to section 3828 of the Revised
Statutes; for expenses incurred in identifying, pursuing and returning escaped
prisoners and for rewards for their recapture; for the study of fluid resistance
and the flow of fluids and heat; for the
operation, maintenance and improvement
of naval prison farms and welfare,
recreation and education of prison personnel; for repairs and preservation of monuments, tablets, roads, fences, etc., made
and constructed by the United States in
Cuba and China to mark the places where
American soldiers fell ; for the operation
of coffee-roasting plants, and myriads of
other clauses that mean the life-blood of
a great government agency or a small
unit of i t ; clauses that reveal a gigantic
national machine giving numberless services to the nation and written solidly into
the law of the land, where they were
placed by the representatives of the people, the Congress of the United States.
Naturally librarians are interested in
the phraseology respecting materials used
in a library-books,
maps, newspapers
and other tools of knowledge.
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W e have been requested to examine the
Appropriation Acts to uncover how that
very important part of the Federal Service, the government library, is represented. Well, in the first place, few libraries are considered separately, i.e., it
is rare when a person can find a library's
needs considered in one place, as a separate unit, in the Acts.
Of course, there are several important
stages through which embryonic legislation passes before it arrives at the President's desk for approval and s i g n a t u r e
when it finally becomes a full-fledged
legislative child-full of good and, sometimes, mischief !
Most legislation is considered by an appropriate Congressional Committee, before which appear witnesses who are in
favor of or against, parts, or all, of a
bill being con~idered.~Rarely can a
librarian's statement of justification be
found in a hearing before an appropriation committee. Although organized
views are expressed before the Congressional committees it is significant that
top management in the library profession
has never been represented. The Committee reports, usually public documents,
often containing minority views, are
thrown into the House and Senate, where
the legislation is debated, pro and con.3
There are other stages, but these are
the important ones. Research in legislative history is often toilsome, but like
any sound, scholarly research, it brings
out revelations, sometimes, which are little short of astounding !
Many collections of organized material
exist without the formal title "library"
being applied-and many persons are engaged in library science who can not he
located in library salary schedules. Each
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2 Hearings before Committees of the Congress are

usually available as Public Documents.
Print. Off., Wash., D. C.

Govt.

3 I n Congressional Record. Govt. Print. Off., Wash.,

D. C.
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agency and Department places a different interpretation on "library" and not
all Departments and agencies have librarians. Some only acknowledge a few
books on a desk.
There is a general framework followed
in each Appropriation Act. The chief
executive office comes first, of course,
and then the other members in the hierarchy of authority. Sometimes functions
are classified, sometimes an office is
named. In most of the Acts you will
soon note a section devoted to "Contingent Expenses". This section covers the
money needed for general administrative services from stationery to stenographic reporting and from telegraph to
translating services. I n most Acts, you
will find books, maps, periodicals, newspapers, documents, reports, atlases, law
books, etc., grouped along with other
supplies, under this section in a multiplicity of language and confusion of
terms. There appears to be no uniform
clause for the various library materials,
even those generally found in the average
library. Naturally, the functions of the
library determine the materials mentioned. Here are a few examples of the
wording of these clauses:
"books for library" (Ch. 145, Pub. Law 90,
June 26, 1943).

I n Ch. 182, Pub. Law 105, July 1,1943 :
"Law books, books of reference, and not to
exceed $500, for periodicals; law books and
books of reference ; reports, documents, plans
and specifications ; purchase and exchange of
law books, books of reference, atlases, maps
and periodicals; law books, books of reference, periodicals and newspapers ; newspapers
(not exceeding $1,500), periodicals and books
of reference; purchase and exchange of law
professional, and other reference books and
publications and scientific books ; periodicals
and reference books, including their exchange; purchase of books of reference."

It should be remembered that each
book reference represents a unit in an
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agency and that some of these agencies
have far-flung units and many objectives
to reach under the law. I t is important
to remember that the Library of Congress is, as a matter of fact, the Library
of the Congress and it cannot fulfill the
loan requests of all government libraries.
Thus there is a need for a huge appropriation for books by the government
agencies in spite of mutual loan service.
However, you will note that where a
library is considered separately, and
these are large libraries, there is a more
detailed itemization. For instance, consider the following :
"For purchase of books, miscellaneous
periodicals and newspapers, photo-copying
supplies and photo-copying labor, and all
other material for the increase of the Library,
including payment in advance for subscription books and society publications, and for
freight, commissions, and travelling expenses
not to exceed $20,000, including expenses of
attendance at meetings when incurred on the
written authority and direction of the Librarian in the interest of collections, and all
other expenses incidental to the acquisition
of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers, and all other materials for the increase of the Library, by purchase, gift, bequest, or exchange, $198,000 * * * For the
purchase of books and for legal society publications and for freight, commissions, travelling expenses not to exceed $2,500, including
expenses for attendance a t meetings when
incurred on the written authority and direction of the Librarian in the interest of collections, and all other expenses incidental to the
acquisition of law books, and all other material for the increase of the law library,
$95,000. * * * For the purchase of books
and periodicals for the Supreme Court * * *

$20,000."
(Ch. 173, Pub. Law 96, June 28, 1943).

Another large library appropriation is
considered separately and shows the following details :
"For purchase and exchange of reference
books, law books, technical and scientific
books, periodicals, and for expenses incurred
in completing imperfect series; not to exceed
$1,200 for newspapers ; for dues, when author-
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ized by the Secretary, for library membership
in societies or associations which issue publications to members only or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who are not
members ; for salaries in the city of Washington and elsewhere, for official travel expenses,
and for library fixtures, library cards, s u p
plies, and for all other necessary expenses

* * * * $468,932 * * *!'

(Ch. 215, Pub. Law 129, July 12, 1943).

A few other agency appropriations follow, demonstrating the difference in language :
"'purchase and exchange of law books,
books of reference, newspapers, and periodicals and, when authorized by the Secretary
* * * dues for library membership in societies or associations which issue publications to members only or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who are not
members."
(Ch. 221, Pub. Law 135, July 12, 1943).
"purchase and exchange of lawbooks, other
books of reference, and periodicals; library
membership fees or dues in organizations
which issue publications to members only or
to members at a lower price than to others,
payment for which may be made in advance."
(Ch. 221, Pub. Law, 135, July 12, 1943).
"text-books, books of reference, scientific
and professional papers, newspapers and
periodicals; maps * * * "
"purchase of law books, books of reference, subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals."
(Ch. 185. Pub. Law 108, July 1, 1943).
"purchase of law-books, books of reference, and periodicals including the exchange
thereof * * * "
"purchase and exchange of books, maps,
and periodicals, domestic and foreign and
when authorized by the Secretary * * *,
dues for library membership in societies or
associations which issue publications to members only, or at a price to members lower
than to subscribers who are not members,
newspapers * * * "
(Ch. 182, Pub. Law 105, July 1, 1943).
"library expenses, including purchase,
binding, and repair of books and periodicals
and subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals."
"technical books and periodicals"
"purchase of law and reference books."
(Ch. 147, Pub. Law 92, June 26, 1943).
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"financial journals, purchase (including exchange) of books of reference and lawbooks,
technical and scientific books, newspapers,
and periodicals, expenses incurred in completing imperfect series, library cards, supplies and all other necessary expenses connected with the library."
iCh. 179, Pub. Law 102, June 30, 1943).
"lawbooks, books of reference, periodicals,
blank books, pamphlets, maps, newspapers
(not exceeding $1,500) * * * "
(Ch. 182, Pub. Law 105, July 1, 1943).
"periodicals, examples of engraving and
printing, including foreign securities and
stamps, and books of reference, not exceeding $500."
(Ch. 179, Pub. Law 102, June 30, 1943).
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It is interesting to observe, too, that
government libraries, are considered as
"service units", and are generally under
the general administrative supervision
along with typing pools, supplies, photostating units, the files sections and the
telephone rooms, although this jurisdiction varies, and some agencies consider
the library important enough to be under
the direct supervision of the chief esecutive of the agency.
It is no hidden fact that the library is
the center of scholarship, culture and
professional esprit de corps suggesting
I t is presumed that an able librarian that the librarian is of professional statadministers these thousands-upon-thou- ure with the lawyer, doctor, engineer,
sands of books; that they are properly economist or political scientist.
accessioned, catalogued and classified ;
There are many other facets of the
and that careful loan and reference serv- various legislative gems that reflect inices are established. Book knowledge teresting and colorful illuminations. W e
must be scientifically drawn out by proper have merely thrown a small flash light on
cataloging, reference and loan work.
the chest of jewels. Perhaps some LiAnother part of Appropriation Acts of brary School will assign a few candidates
interest to the librarian are sections de- for master's and doctor's degrees to write
voted to salaries in which a lump sum on the Appropriation Acts and they will
develop more powerful lights to cast on
is given.
You will note differences in all these these money-studded clauses, bringing
clauses for the purchase of library ma- forth more arresting facts and figures.
They will discover that Federal librarterials, or what are usually considered
ians
are not organized; a public librarian
library materials. Perhaps there is good
familiar
with coordination, would throw
reason for the difference in phraseology.
up
his
hands
in despair, and an accountHowever, unless a library does not get
ant
would
wring
his hands and tear his
library journals, it would appear that the
i
i
given
the
job
of analyzing the Fedhair
government is paying for the profeseral
library
situation
by an examination
sional publications which some libraries
of
appropriation
acts.
Modern techniques
obtain and such authorization is not given
other libraries. Certainly, they all should have not reached all libraries, and the refusal of administrators to look frankly
be uniform in this instance.
at
the great potentialities of library servI t should be stated here that the laws
ice
has disheartened many librarians. Cerare already voluminous. Each detail
tainly
until more appreciation and respect
omitted is paper, time and eye-sight
is
won,
the Federal librarian will consaved. Therefore, some detail is omitted
tinue
to
be
a person who bolsters the proand considered en bloc, so to speak, in
fessional
prestige
of his non-library assoorder to prevent further growth of the
miles of legal pages already on record.
(L'ont~ni~ed
o n page 469)

A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT

T

HE many social and economic
changes that will take place after
the war will have a profound influence on our profession. On the one
hand, conditions may call for a reduction of the number of libraries in some
fields, and a re-examination of the value
of services we offer. On the other hand,
there will be, if production and income
reach the levels anticipated, extra-ordinary opportunities for the creation of
new libraries and extension of services.
This will mean that a larger number of

qualified special librarians must be found.
It will mean also that we must be conscious of postwar plans, particularly
those having widest currency, and those
already being implemented by governmental and private agencies. Our Association, having attained capacity for a
wider sphere of action, must work more
with other associations, be more closely
in touch with federal government activities, and discover and do its part in international intellectual reconstruction.
President.
WALTERHAUSDORFER,

THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT
N a c c o r d a n c e with the amended
S. L. A. By-Law IX, Section 2, the
names of the candidates for the next
election with their written acceptances
were presented to the Executive Board
at its fall meeting, November 4, 1944.
The names of these candidates are as
follows :
President

HERMAN
H . HENKLE
Processing Department
Library of Congress
Washington, D. C.
First Vice-president
(President-Elect)

BETTYJOY COLE
Calco Chemical Division
American Cyanamid Company
Bound Brook, N. J.
Second Vice-president

EMMA
G. QUIGLEY
Los Angeles Railway Corporation
Los Angeles, Cal.

MARIONE. WELLS
The First National Bank of Chicago
Chicago, Ill.
Treasurer

PAULGAY
Biddle Law Library
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa.
DELPHINEV. HUMPHREY
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Director for Three Years

EMILYC. COATES
Travelers Insurance Company
Hartford, Conn.
MELVINJ. VOIGT
Research Department, General Mills
Minneapolis, Minn.
The Directors whose terms have not
expired are Ford M. Pettit, The Detroit
News, Detroit, Michigan, who retires in
1946, and Dr. Mary Duncan Carter,
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Graduate School of Library Science,
University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, California, who retires in 1947.
Walter Hausdorfer, School of Business, Columbia University, New York,
will continue on the Executive Board as
Immediate Past-President.
Section 3 of By-Law IX states that
further nominations may be made upon
written petition of 10 voting members in
good standing. Such petitions, accom-

panied by written acceptances of the
nominees, must be filed with the Secretary of Special Libraries Association at
S. L. A. Headquarters not later than
March 1st.

ISABELLA
M. FROST
WILLIAMJ. HAAS
ELSIERACKSTRAW
LURASHORB
SUE M. WUCHTER
OLGAANDERSON,
Chairman.

EVENTS and PUBLICATIONS
MASTAI'SCLASSIFIED
DIRECTORY
OF AMFJUART & ANTIQUEDEALERS,1943-1944, (second ed.), includes more than 15,000 dealers in
the United States, Canada, Mexico and all the
countries of South America. Published by
Boleslaw Mastai, 104 East 57th Street, New
York 22, N. Y.
CAN

*

*

*

The New EDUCATIONAL
FILMCATALOG
for
1944 is now available from H. W. Wilson Company, 950-972 University Avenue, New York
52, New York. It lists practically every worthwhile educational film on the market, gives a
description of their contents, and tells where
they may be rented. Subscription for 1944,
including the revised edition and two supplements, costs $2.

*

*

*

Three pamphlets on the new subject of employee counseling are available. Perhaps the
most important is by one of our own members,
Helen Baker, now Assistant Director of the
Industrial Relations Section of Princeton University, entitled, EMPLOYEE
COUNSELING:
A
SURVEY
OF A NEW DEVELOPMENT
IN PERSONNQ RELATIONS. It discusses the growth and
aims of counseling programs in industry and
government, duties of counselors, the place of
a counseling program in the organizatioh,
qualifications, training and organization of the
counseling staff, and closes with an evaluation
of factors to be considered in developing a program and of the outlook for employee counseling. The pamphlet (64 pages) may be ob-

tained from the Industrial Relations Section,
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey.
Another pamphlet intended to guide those
who are engaged in counseling work and the
personnel officer under whose supervision the
program is conducted has been published by
the War Department as Civilian Personnel pamphlet no. 1, and is entitled PERSONNEL
COUNSELING: KEY TO GREATER
PRODUCTION.
This
recommended program grew out of the experiment conducted for a number of years at
the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric
Co. Copies of this 18-page pamphlet may be
obtained from the War Department in Washington, D. C., upon request.
Special Bulletin 16 of the Women's Bureau
discusses T H E WOMANCOUNSELOR
IN WARINDUSTRIES, A N EFFECTIVE
SYSTEM,from the experiences of many airplane, shipyard and ammunition plants. The pamphlet may be obtained
from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C., for five cents.

*

*

*

The Economic and Business Foundation, New
Wilmington, Pa., has issued in pamphlet form
several papers presented at conferences held
during 1944. The subjects covered are COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AND
WAGE POLICIES
;
EMPLOYEE
REPRESENTATION
O N MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEES
; POSTWAR
INDUSTRIAL
MARKETI N G MANAGEMENT
POLICIES
; POSTWAR
RETAIL
MARKETING
MANAGEMENT
POLICIES
; PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
A N D POSTWAR
BUSINESS
PLANNING;
RESPONSIBILITIES
OP PRIVATEEN-
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TERPRISE AFTERTHE W A R ; THEROLEO F MART H E ANNUALCUSTOMHOUSEGUIDE (New
KETING MANAGEMENT
POLICIESIN AMERICA'S York, N. Y., Custom House Guide, 1944. $20)
ECONOMIC
FUTURE;THEROLE01) PERSONNEL
of over 1,500 pages (7 volumes in I ) , thumbMANAGEMENT
POLICIES
IN AMERICA'S ECOindexed, completely covers the descriptions and
NOMIC FUTURE;THE ROLE OF PRODUCTIONlimits of each port in the United States as well
MANAGEMENT
POLICIES I N AMERICA'S ECO- as its activities, facilities, port charges and
NOMIC FUTURE; THE ROLE OF PRODUCTIONdirectory of those engaged in shipping and al; DISPOSAL
OP GOVERNMENT
PLANTS lied commerce trades. There is a General InCONTRACTS
A N D TIIE ELIMINATION
OF WARTIME
CONTROLS formation Section devoted to weights, measures, coin values, trade terms, air services,
OF PRODUCTION.
Government Departments and other valuable
* * *
The third edition of HACKH'S CHEMICAL data on foreign and domestic commerce. The
1944 edition is supplanted monthly by the
DICTIONARY(Philadelphia, Pa., Blakiston Co.,
1944. 925p. $12) has been completely revised American Import and Export Bulletin.
and edited by Julius Grant. Pronunciations
have been omitted in the new edition. A conThe latest review of the railroad problem in
siderable number of additions have been made
and special care has been taken to balance the the light of wartime development and trends in
treatment from both the American and Brit- government regulation of all branches of transportation is presented in THERAILROADS
AND
ish point of view.
PUBLICWELFAREby Emory R. Johnson, Pro* * *
fessor Emeritus of Transportation and ComThe CODEFOR CATALOGING
MUSIC published
merce, University of Pennsylvania (New York,
by the Music Library Association at $2 per
N. Y. Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corcopy, includes a code for Cataloging Phonograph Records and a Preliminary Version Is- poration, 1944. 336 p. $3). The author of a
sued by Chapters plus a Reprint from the dozen books on transportation subjects, ProA. L. A. Cataloging Rules Music: Entry and fessor Johnson is recognized as one of the few
men in the country who is in a position to make
Heading.
a scholarly survey of railroading today and
* * *
A series of lectures on CANADAI N THE suggest post-war legislation to further their
development.
MARKETSOF TOMORROW,
(Montreal, Canada,
The author furnishes a background survey to
McGill University, 1944, 166p.), delivered at
show the origin of present conditions. Each of
McGill University, October 12, 1943-December 20, 1943, has been published. Such sub- the various phases of the problem is considjects as these are discussed : transportation, ered, including railroad labor. Government
regulation is covered in five chapters and "Prinew food products, merchandising techniques,
vate Versus Government Ownership and Operadvertising, sales management and public relaation of the Railroads" is considered in a final
tions.
chapter. The Wall Street problem of enough
* * *
dividends to make railroad securities a good inREFERENCEBOOKS OF 1941-1943, by Constance M. Winchell, Reference Librarian, Co- vestment is considered and there is a special
lumbia University, is the third three-year sup- chapter on "Some Problems of Railroad
plement to Miss Mudge's GUIDETO REFERENCE Financing". Operating statistics of 1943 are
B o o ~ s ,6th ed. Since reference librarians have drawn on for the "Summary, Conclusions and
Recommendations".
been using "Mudge" and its early predecessor
Any student of railroading will find much
for around forty years, no description of the
new information of interest in Professor Johnnew supplement is necessary except to say that
son's book. I t has a complete index to faciliit continues this well known library tool.
tate its use for reference.

*

*

*

Suggestions for the guidance of librarians
of small libraries in "Weeding the Library"
have been prepared by the Division of Adult
Education and Library Extension, New York,
and are published in the July 1944 issue of N e w
Jersey Library Bulletin, pages 248-259.

The fourth annual edition of the EDUCATORS
GUIDETO FREE
FILMS(Randolph, Wis., Educators Progress Service, 1944. 192p. Price ?),
compiled and edited by M. I?. Horkheimer and
J. W. Diffor, has just been published.

194-11
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Bibliographies:
If you want your business letters to do 3
better job, consult How TO WRITE SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESSLETTERS(New York, N. Y., FrankLIBRARIES
OF THE Lw ANGELESREGION,a
lin Watts, 1944. 96p. $ I ) , by M. M. Swartz.
Second Checklist. Compiled by Claremont
This book shows clearly how to solve the
Colleges Library, Claremont, California.
actual letter problems occurring during the
Part I : Books in Western Languages, 1943,
course of everyone's business day.
286p. P a r t I1 : Periodicals and Serials,
* * *
1944, 86p. Part 111: Books in Chinese and
Japanese, 1944, 63p.
The new PRINTERS'
I N K DIRECMRYOF
HOUSEORGANS(New York, N. Y., Printers'
MORALE1937-1943. Compiled by B. Chubak.
Ink, 1944. 140p. $2.50) contains listings r,f
(5-76th
St., North Bergen, N. J., Benja5,100 company magazines. This is by far the
min Chubak, 1944. $1.) Annotated.
largest list ever published and provides graphic
OFFICIALWAR PUBLICATIONS.Vol. 7. Comevidence of the confidence placed by managepiled by J. K. Wilcox. (Berkeley, Cal., Uniment in the house organ as a medium for mainversity of California, Bureau of Public Adtaining sound employee and public relations.
ministration, 1944, 208p.)
The Directory is divided into four classifications: the first, by titles; the second, alphaPERIODICALS
CURRENTLYRECEIVED,A LIST OP
betically by sponsors; the third, by sponsors
676 PERIODICALS
IN PUBLICADMINISTRATION
geographically, giving street addresses ; and
AND RELATEDFIELDS.(Chicago, Ill., Joint
the fourth, listing 300 house organs tempoReference Library, 1944, 40p., 40&.)
rarily suspended.
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICALPROPERTIESO$
* * *
WOODAND THE DESIGN A N D CONSTRUCTION
The American Standards Association, 70
OR TIMBERSTRUC~URES.
Progress report of
East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y., anthe Committee on the Structural Division on
nounces that it has on hand copies of the first
Timber Structures. I n American Society of
four completed volumes in the UNIVERSAL
DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
FOR LIBRARIES
being published by the British Standards Institution as
a British Standard. This work, which may
Expert Service on Magazine
extend to additional volumes, sets up a sysSubscriptions for Special Libraries
tem for classifying library books that can be
Write for a free copy of Faxon's
applied to special sttbject lilxaries, as well as
Librarians' Guide.
t o general libraries all over the world. Price ?
Also odd numbers of magazines,
* * *
I
volumes, o r complete sets.
If you have not read the article in the September 4, 1944 issue of A d v e r t i s k g Age on
1
F. W. FAXBN COMPANY
"Census Bureau to Rush 1944 Industry Study"
83-91 Francis Street
and are interested in knowing what plans WashBack Bay, Boston, Massachusetts
ington is making along these lines, do so at
once. The President has ordered a study made
of .America's 1944 production and employment O
u
t of Print
situation, compilation for which will start January 1, 1945. This order "completely upsets
Technical Publications
plans which had been well under way at the
Department of Commerce for an all-inclusive
of the
study of the semi-war economy of 1945, which
was to include a Census of Manufactures, a
United States Government
Census of Minerals and Distribution, and a
Sample Census of Population. In all probasupplied by
bility, officials concede, this complete picture
will not be drawn now until 1950, when reports
James C. Howgate Bookseller
for the year 1945 in all these fields can be col128 So. Church St., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
lected. Another Census of Manufactures will
probably be taken for 1947."

-
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W E BUILD SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
F O R LIBRARIES

Books in Stock Cataloged under
750 Different Subjects
CATALOGS A N D LISTS ISSUED

+

CHARLES E. TUTTLE CO.
Eslablished 1832

Rutland, Vermont

NATIONAL AND WORLD
PROBLEMS
Business-Labor-Government
Educational-Religious
Political-Economic-Social
Viewpoints
The complete text
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Civil Engineers Proceedings, March 1944, pp.
321-339. $1.
POPULAR
MEDICAL BOOKS. General Works.
Compiled by J. F. Ballard. In Boston Chapter (S. L. A.) News Bulletin, March 1944,
pp. 1-2.
POSTWAR
PROBLEMS-A READINGLIST.Selected
bibliography on postwar settlement and reconstruction. Compiled by R. Flenley. (230
Bloor St., West, Toronto, Can., Canadian
Institute of International Affairs, 1944. 61p.
256.)
POULTRY
BOOKS. Compiled by L,. F. Payne.
(Manhattan, Kansas, Kansas State College
of Agriculture and Applied Science, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1943, 83p.)
FOR STUDENTS
OF
RECENTREADINGMATERIALS
SPANISH, Pamphlet 96. Compiled by M.
Cuevas and M. C. Johnston, U. S. Office of
Education. (Washington, D. C., Supt. of
Docs., 1944, 104.)
SEWERAGE:
TREATMENT.
I n American Society
of Civil Engineers Proceedings. April 1944,
pp. 506-519. $1.
SOMESOURCEMATERIALSFROM GOVERNMENT
EDUCAAGENCIESON WARTIMECONSUMER
TION, Leaflet No. 67. Compiled by U. S.
Office of Education. (Washington, D. C.,
Supt. of Docs., 1944, 56.)
STRESSAND STRAIN.
I n Journal of the W e s t ern Society of Engineers, March 1944, pp.
12-14. (205 West Wacker Drive, Chicago 6,
Ill., The Society. 756.)
SUGGESTION
SYSTEMS
: A SELECTED
LISTOP REFEREXCES.
(Washington, D. C., U. S. Civil
Service Commission Library, 1944. 24p.)
THOMAS
JEPPERSON.Compiled by U. S. Office
of Education. I n Education for Victory,
March 20, 1944, p. 6. (Washington, D. C.,
U. S. Office of Education.)
~
REPUBLICS. (40
UNION OF S O V ISOCIALIST
E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y., East and
West Association, 1944. l8p. 254.)
UNION LIST OF MICROFILMS,Supplement I1
(1943). Compiled by Committee on Microphotography.
(Philadelphia, Pa., Philadelphia Bibliographical Center and Union Library Catalogue, 1944, 282p., $3.75.)
UNLOCATDRESEARCHBOOKS,Select List No.
8. Compiled by Union Catalog Division.
(Washington, D. C., The Library of Congress, 1944, 32p.)
IN WORLD
WAR11, RefU. S. METALCONTROLS
erences Published Since May 1940. Compiled by Dorothy Alden and Eloise S. Jones

VITAL
SPEECHES
O F THE DAY
-

33 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
Issued semi-monthly, $3.50 a year, $6.00 two years

Library Paste
Permanent

Clean

Cream the Paste with the
brush. Spread thin. Card
pockets, book plates, and
even bindings will be
inseparably held.

I

A 2-02, s a m p k sen$ on request
of a n y librarian

SANFORD INK CO.
Chicago

New York

No. 533 8 02.
No. 534 5 02.
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FORECASTS OF FORTHCOMING BOOKS

(Washington, D. C., Office of Emergency
Management Library, 1944, 26p.)
WAR, PEACE
AND RECONSTRUCTION.
Compiled
by Hans Aufricht. (8 W . 40th St., New
York, N. Y., Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, 52p., 506.)
WAR TRANSPORTATION.
Compiled by T. M.
Matson. ( I n T r a f i c Engineering, January
1944, pp. 80-84.)
WARTIMEPAMPHLETS,No. 4. (New Supreme
Court Bldg., Ottawa, Canada, W a r Information Board, 1943, 48p.)
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A SOURCE LIST
OF SELECTED
LABOR STATISTICS
Compiled by

A Committee of the
NOVEMBER FORECASTS O F

Social Science Group, S.L.A.

Forthcoming Books

HAZEL C. BENJAMIN, Chairman

( W h e r e the pztblisher has supplied the price and
a brief description of the book, these have been
included.)

Some 75 series listed, with each
entry arranged by federal, state
and non - governmental agencies.
Lists compiler, where published,
frequency, time lag, period covered, form, price and description.
Tncludes a subject and title index.

AIR NEWSYEARBOOK
11, edited by P . Andrews.
Duell, Sloan & Pearce. $4.75. "The response
to the first volume of A i r N e w s Yearbook,
published in January 1943, was so great that
an entirely new edition has been prepared.
I t follows the general style of the predecessor
as t o overall format and editorial layout."
AIRCRAFTDRAFTING,by H. Katz. Macmillan.
$4. "The book gives thorough training in
all fundamental drafting techniques. I n addition, it explains the rudiments of aircraft design and the main factors in modern aircraft
engineering."
AMERICANBOOK-PRICESCURRENT1943-1944,
edited by C. Storm. Bowker. $9. "An annual
volume presenting a chronological list of sales
and a record of prices of books sold, all
arranged alphabetically by authors. A record
of manuscripts and autographs is also arranged alphabetically."
ARITHMETIC
REVIEWFOR DRUGSAND SOLUTIONS,
by S. Goostray. Macmillan. $1.50. "This
book is designed primarily for students of
nursing but it would be found of interest to
anyone wishing an arithmetical review or
assistance in the preparation of drugs."
AUTOBIOGRAPHY,
by W. A. White. Macmillan.
$3.50. "Here is the story of one of this
country's best beloved figures, told in his own
inimitable way. More than that, it is an
indispensable chapter of American history."
BIBLE AND THE COMMONREADER,by M. E.
Chase. Macmillan. $2.50. "This is a truly
great book about the greatest of all books."

All descriptions apply to material
available a s of December, 1943.
The list attempts to include the
most useful and most stable series
in the U. S . with emphasis on
data currently available.

Of value t o all business organizations maintaining library, research or statistical departments,
to state, and government libraries,
college and university, public and
all special libraries.
Preliminary edition,
52 Pages, $1.50

June, 1944

Special Libraries Association
31 East Tenth Street, New York 3
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Are You Sure
You are able to give new pamphlets
the consideration they deserve?
Many more, valuable, current studies
appear in this form each month
than can possibly be appraised by
the average library.
Since 1932 The Vertical File Sevvice
Catalog has published a monthly
descriptile list of between 500-600
new panl?hlets. The 1940 Cumulation lists and describes 6,072 Pamphlets under 2,150 subject headings.
Hundreds of thousands of doIIars were
spent on research, study, editing,
etc. in the preparation of these Pamphlets, yet 35% of them are delivered without charge and the
prices of the remaining (see catalog) are nominal.
I n addition to an annotated listing under subiects, each monthly issue of
the catalog includes a Title Index
and Order Wst.
All service basis rates for the Vertical
File Seruice Catalog, including back
service have been recently reduced. Write for your new rate
and-to let it speak for itself . . .
a sample of the Catalog.

THE H.W.W I U O N COMPANY
950 University Avenue,

New York

':No1 ember

BOOKOF NATURALISTS,
by W. Beebe. Knopf.
$3.50. "The author has selected outstanding
examples of writing in the field of natural
history from Aristotle t o our contemporaries.
TO these he has added two introductory surveys and short biographical notes."
CHINA AMONGTHG POWERS,by D. N. Rowe.
Harcourt, Brace. Probable price $2. "This
book throws light on the much disputed question of China's potentiality as a great power
in the postwar world."
ENGINEERING
PREVIEW,by L. E. Grinter and
others. Macmillan. $6. "This is the first
introduction to engineering to contain the full
background of mathematics, chemistry and
the other sciences with which the future student of engineering must be familiar. Thus,
within its two covers, is material previously
obtainable only through study of eight o r
ten different books."
FIGHTING
WINGS,by G. Paust and M. Lancelot.
Duell, Sloan & Pearce. $3. "A pictorial history of combat aviation."
HISTORYOF' PSYCHOLOGY,
by Rev. R. E. Brennan. Macmillan. Probable price $3. "The
distinguished author of Tholnistic Psychology
and Grneral Psychology relates, in this book,
the whole story of the study of human nature
from the time of primitive man to modern
timc5."
by S i r J.
HISTORYOF TEE B A N KOF ENGLAND,
Clapham. Macnlillan. $7.50. "This history
was undertaken at the request of the Bank of
England for its two hundred and fiftieth
birthday. I t is a completely authoritative and
definitive history, written by &gland's leading economic historian."
JANE'S ALL THE WORI,D'SAIRCRAFT
: 1943, edited
by L. Bridgman. Macmillan. $19. "This
complete record of aeronautical progress
throughout the world is published annually
and makes a distinguished companion volume
to the long renowned Jane's Fighting Ships."
MILLINGMACHINEOPERATIONS,
by L. E. King.
Macmillan. $1.75. "This manual provides all
the technical information and directions
needed for performing each of the various
milling machine operations."
A N D MARINENAVIGANAUTICALMATHEMATICS
TION,by S. A. Walling, J. C. Hill and C. J.
Rees. Macmillan. $225. "Similar to the
highly successful Aircraft Mathemtics, this
book provides complete, practical training in
mathematics for navy personnel."
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PACIFICISLANDS
HANDBOOK,
1944, North Arnerican Edition, by R. W. Robson. Macmillan.
$3.50. "Since its inception in 1932, this annual has become recognized throughout the
world as the standard reference book in its
field."
PRACTICAL
MARINEELECTRICITY,
by S. N. LeCount and H. S. Dusenbery. Macmillan. $3.
"The book makes available to all a welltested, extremely practical text on marine
electricity, useful for home study as well as
for class use."
PRINCIPLES
OF RADIO FOR OPERATORS,
by R.
Atherton. Macmillan. $4. "It covers all
basic electrical and radio principles, and explains fully the workings of each part of the
radio."

Announcements
Urgent-Typewriter
Wanted
S. L. A. Headquarters wishes to rent or purchase an L. C. Smith typewriter, elite type preferred, one to three years old. Will anyone who
either has such a typewriter to spare or who
knows of one, communicate at once with Mrs.
Kathleen B. Stebbins, National Secretary, 31
East 10th Street, New York 3, N. Y.
Union List of Russian Holdings Being Compiled
Under a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation administered by the Library of Congress,
a group of scholars has completed a check list
of basic Russian books in a wide range of
subjects including history, literature, philology,
economics, religion, geography, law, art, etc.
The project is under the direction of Professor
Michael Karpovich of Harvard and Dr. Sergius
Yakobson, Consultant in Slavic History at the
Library of Congress.
Entries are now being checked against the
holdings of the Library of Congress, and cards
will soon be distributed to a limited number of
other libraries for checking and revision. The
con~pleted list will not only serve as a union
list of certain standard Russian books in leading American libraries, but it will indicate the
comparative strength and weakness of various
collections and provide a basis for a cooperative program for developing Russian collections
in the Library of Congress and other major
libraries.

GRAPHIC
MICROFILM
SERVICE, INC.
O U R organization has had
the privilege of serving a
number of America's great
libraries, institutions and industries in the past years.
We manufacture a complete
line of microfilm equipment
which includes cameras,
rending machines, positive
printers and enlargers, which
equipment can be delivered
on appropriate priorities.
Should your organization require work done on a service
basis, each of our offices has
some camera time which can
be devoted t o such work. And
a s a result of the increase of
our facilities and volume of
business prices for service
operations to libraries a r e
now lower than ever. We
invite your further interest.

Graphic Microfilm Service, Inc.
Executive Office: 7 Dey Street
New York, 7, N. Y.

REPRESENTED IN
PRINCIPAL CITIES
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HANDBOOK
COMMERCIAL, FINANCIAL
and

INFORMATION SERVICES
Compiled by
WALTERHAUSDORFER,
M. S.
School of Business
Columbia University, N. Y.

This important Handbook describes
in detail a total of 577 current information services, of which 334 are
listed in this edition for the first
time. Gives information about 310
defunct or suspended services to
provide complete coverage.
Scope of subjects covered broader
than in previous editions to parallel
widening interests covered in the
special library field. Invaluable as
an up-to-date reference tool. Contains a detailed subject and title index. Each service listed by publisher with description of price,
frequency, address, etc.
This Handbook will be of primary
value in finding the exact service
supplying needed information or
materials. It will be helpful to all
business organizations maintaining
library, research or statistical departments, to college and university
departmental libraries, public libraries and to all special libraries.
Order your copy today.

1
I

216 Pages

Printed

Price $3.00

April, 1944

Special Libraries Association
31 EAST T E N T H STREET
N E W YORK 3

[November

The Akron Public Library Establishes a
New Division
Akron, Ohio, is the latest city whose Public
Library has recognized the need of setting up a
special reference service to business. Mr. Otto
Pragan of the Cleveland Business Information
Bureau has been ,ippointed in charge of this
new Division which has been established under
the name of the Business and Labor Service.
Last summer Mr. Russell Munn, Librarian,
circulated a questionnaire to all the members of
the Akron Chamber of Commerce asking for
suggestions as to how the Library could help
them in their reference needs. Of the 170
replies, 156 stated that such a service would be
most useful and 134 favored its expansion. I n
the light of this favorable attitude the service
has been inaugurated. From the outset it has
had the strongest support and assistance from
the local Chamber of Commerce. The C. E. D.
and Small Business Men's Association have
also given it their endorsement.
Seminar on Reading Instruction
The Reading Clinic Staff of the School of
Education, The Pennsylvania State College,
State College, Pennsylvania, is sponsoring two
important meetings on reading problems during
1945.
The Annual Seminar on Reading Disabilities
will be held from ~ a n u a r y29 to February 2,
1945. Demonstrations and discussions on a
differentiated program for analyzing and typing, or classifying, reading disabilities will be
conducted by the Staff of the Reading Analysis
Unit of the Reading Clinic. Remedial techniques will be demonstrated and discussed by
the Staff of the Reading Clinic Laboratory
School. The program has been planned to interest remedial teachers, school psychologists,
speech teachers, neurologists, otologists and
vision specialists.
From June 26 to June 29, 1945, the Reading
Clinic Staff will conduct the Annual Conference on Reading Instruction. This Conference
deals with classroom problems. The activities
are differentiated for elementary and secondary
teachers, college teachers, special class teachers,
speech teachers and school psychologists.
Copies of the program may be obtained from
Miss Betty J. Haugh, Reading Clinic Secretary.
Those desiring college credit, especially Graduate School credit, for the seminar should register in advance with the Director of the Reading Clinic.
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Katharine Frankenstein Appointed to
Educational Committee
Katharine Frankenstein, Librarian of Batton,
Barton, Durstine and Osborne, has been appointed a member of a Committee of the Smith
College Club of New York whose purpose it is
to make a comprehensive study of the educational policies of the College.
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For Special Librarians
New -

SUBJECT
HEADINGS
IN PHYSICS

Funds for Federal Libraries

- Voight -

(Continued from #age 458)

ciates while being considered just another
clerk. The person who searches for
knowledge is equally important as the
person who uses the knowledge.
It has been argued that the librarian
gets the appreciation and respect he deserves. I deny this statement. When a
well-trained librarian receives less salary
than a typewriter-and-pencil mechanic,
then there is a certain level of officialdom
that really thinks the typist or stenographer is more valuable, and, as these
administrators often see less of the library than the other group, then there is
little hope.
The language of the Appropriation
Acts reflects the lack of coordinated planning in the administrative and legislative
procedures. The funds allocated for salaries indicate a lack of appreciation of
industry, training and progress. This invites a re-examination of the philosophy
of productive endeavor in order to establish a more equitable relationship between scholarly values and mechanical
ability.
Few librarians in the Federal service
are eligible to receive a salary in excess
of $5,000 per annum. Do we recall that
in recent times three ranking library
positions were filled by individuals outside of the Federal government service ?
Does this indicate failure to recognize
those who work with knowledge in the
Federal library service ?

Nearly a thousand up-to-date headings which pace the rapid expansion
in physics and closely related fields
for the cataloger, physicist, and
physics student.
Meets the need for identifying and
relating new materials to the old.
Many definitions and cross-references.
Carefully checked against the L. C.
general list.
The author is research librarian for
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis,
and is a past president of the Minnesota Chapter of Special Libraries
Association.
Published August 1944
Planographed, $3.25

And -

REFERENCE
BOOKS OF
1941 - 1943

- Winchell -

The third three-year supplement to
Mudge's Guide to Reference Books,
6th ed. listing and describing over
700 reference books of all types
issued during the period.
Contains a larger proportion of
technical and scientific works t h 6 y in
earlier supplements. Many processed" publications which are timely
are listed, including some of the
directories of war agencies and bibliographies of current topics.
Combined index covers this and the
preceding supplements, 1935-1943.
$1.50
Published1944
115p.

AMERICAN LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION
CHICAGO 11

ILLINOIS
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L A W A N D COMMERCIAL

P R I N T I N G
CORPORATE = FINANCIAL

A. C . P A N D I C K
MANAGER

-

NEW YORK OFFICE
PANDICK P R E S S , INC.

-

NEW J E R S E Y DIVISION
ARTHUR W .

CROSS,

If4C.

22 THAMES STREET

71-73 CLINTON STREET

N E W YORK, N. Y .

NEWARK. N . J .

YORK-RECTOR
{ NEW
NEWARK - MARKET

2-3477
3-4994

This book Brinted by Arthur W. Cross, Inc.

GENES and the MAN
By Bentley Glass
Important but intangible - the controlling factors of our minds and
bodies which scientists call genes.
Told by an authority in the field of
biology, the story of genes makes interesting and profitable reading for many
adults besides the teachers for whom
this book is primarily intended.
Hereditary patterns are clearly presented and the genetic basis of sex is
deftly handled.

*

400 p p .

Cloth $3.50

FIRST I N THEIR FIELDS
Tables of Food Values--Bradley
"For anyone interested in the compositjon
and nutritive values of foods or in computmg
diets with accuracy, this book is sufficient
of
with no other reference necessary."-Annuls
Internal Medicine, Philadelphia.
Each food and variety of food in the American diet is not only listed by its familiar name,
with complete data on mineral, vitamin, and
other food values, but sample menus and reclpes
appear wherever needed to demonstrate size of
shares. Tables computed to show values both
in weight and in average servings. 224 pages,
2 0 ~ 2 0 %large,
~
clear typography. Cloth, $3.50.

History of Manual and Industrial
Education-Bennett
I n two volumes. VOL. I .("to 1870") : "It SUPplies (in a unit) information w h ~ c hhas heretofore been in short sketches and almost impossible
. to obtain. I t is . . . thorough, penetrating and concise . . ."--Peabody Journal of
~ d u c a i i o n . Cloth, 461 pp., $4.00.
VOL. I1 ,("from 1870 to 1917") : ".
a
major contribution, indispensable to students of
the subject. Theories events and leaders are
carefully discussed wilhout peksonal bias in the
evaluation and interpretation of trends."Journal of Nat'l Education Assoc. Cloth, 568
pp., $4.50.

..

..

BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS

F u l l Library Discount

Teachers College, Columbia University
New York 27, N. Y.

THE MANUAL ARTS PRESS
Peoria 3, Illinois
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LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
74 Oraton Street

Btanch Otlice:
580 Fifth Avenue, New York

Hempstead, L. I., New York

RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.
THE BINDERY IS OLD:the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.
SPECIAL SERVICE for Special Libraries

We are prepared to supply our trade with almost any back numbered issue of
Technical Magazines or Trade Journals.
Send us your magazines for binding md let us worry about your missing
issues.

Gaylord Bros., with nearly
50 years of designing and manufacturing
library furniture and supplies to their credit, are
ever ready to help in making plans for modernizing special

If you are thinking of modernizing your library o r of
starting a new library, you are invited to make use, without obligation, of Gaylords' experience and resources.

GAY LORD BROS.,ING. ,

SYRACUSE,N.Y. STOC#TON,CALIF.
Ed. 1896
-

-

-
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LNovenrber

Are You Succeeding in Getting Your

But-of-Printand Hard-to-FindBooks?
Our efficient OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK DEPARTMENT is of great value to librarians in locating
such material.
Don't miss the opportunity of consulting our large
stock-many languages and a wide variety of subjec ts--of
OUT-OF-PRINT and HARD-TOFIND BOOKS.
Don't fail to have your list of wants included in
our regularly issued SEARCH BULLETIN which
is sent to hundreds of second-hand dealers both in
the United States and abroad.
Take advantage today of the

STECHERT SER VICE
Economy -Accuracy -Dependa bility
Send us your want list of domestic and foreign
books and periodicals.
-

1

1

-

Go Eo STECHERT & COMPANY
(ALFRED HAFNER)

31 East Tenth Street

New York 3, N. Y .

Founded in N e w York 1872
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